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Hand and Power Tools Work Best TogetherIn today's world of more-power-is-better, it's easy to
overlook the value of hand tools. What most woodworker's don't realize is that combining both
hand and power tool worlds is the best way to produce the highest quality woodworking.In Hand
Tool Essentials you'll learn how to choose and use hand tools for chopping, cutting, paring,
sawing, marking, drilling and more. Many of the tools are familiar, but others will surprise you
with their usefulness. Though they've been around for hundreds (or thousands) of years, these
tools have gotten lost in the rush of the industrial revolution. Rediscovering the value of these
tools in your woodworking will also give you a better understanding of how your power tools
work.But this book is more than about how to use hand tools. It's about using hand tools in
balance with power tools to save you time, provide a more pleasant woodworking experience
and ultimately give you a better woodworking project.
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This Important Safety NoticeTo prevent accidents, keep safety in mind while you work. Use the
safety guards installed on power equipment; they are for your protection. When working on
power equipment, keep fingers away from saw blades, wear approved eye protection to prevent
injuries from flying wood chips and sawdust, wear approved hearing protection to protect your
hearing and consider installing a dust vacuum to reduce the amount of airborne sawdust in your
woodshop. Don't wear loose clothing, such as neckties or shirts with loose sleeves, or jewelry,
such as rings, necklaces or bracelets, when working on power equipment. Tie back long hair to
prevent it from getting caught in your equipment. People who are sensitive to certain chemicals
should check the chemical content of any product before using it. The authors and editors who
compiled this book have tried to make the contents as accurate and correct as possible. Plans,
illustrations, photographs and text have been carefully checked. All instructions, plans and
projects should be carefully read, studied and understood before beginning construction. Due to
the variability of local conditions, construction materials, skill levels, etc., neither the author nor
Popular Woodworking Books assumes any responsibility for any accidents, injuries, damages or
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BoardsSUPPLIERSintroductionhand tools for power woodworkersBY CHRISTOPHER
SCHWARZFor me, working wood without hand tools is like trying to write a story without using
adjectives.Power tools and machinery are the nouns and verbs. They do the heavy lifting of
reducing rough stock to useful sizes, for roughing out joints, for getting things done. But power
tools can take you only so far when it comes to the fine details.Hand tools are the difference
between a flat carcase side and a shimmering, ready-to-finish carcase side. They turn a dovetail
into a London-pattern dovetail, with tails that are too close together to accomplish with any
router. They turn a mortise-and-tenon joint into a piston-fit joint.I'm not saying you can't do
woodworking without hand tools — lots of people make lots of beautiful objects using electrical
tools only. But hand tools are the secret weapon that frees you from the limitations of your
machinery.Have you ever been frustrated by adjusting the fence of your table saw in small
increments? Say, less than ″? Adjusting your stock to thickness, width and length with a
handplane allows you to tweak your stock in increments as small as .001″. This is child's play for
a handplane, not something you have to practice at for years to master.Do you get frustrated by
the endless series of test cuts when setting a miter saw or table saw for a compound miter? I do.
And I used to despair at the amount of decent wood I wasted with these test cuts. Learning to
work a backsaw allows you to draw any line at any angle on any piece of wood and cut to exactly
that line. It doesn't mater if it's 90° or 23.75°. A handsaw will do both with the same ease.Do you
dislike spending hours building single-use jigs to make a simple cut, such as notching out the
corners of the base in a post-and-frame carcase? A saw and chisel will allow you to make any
size or shape notch. Even if every notch is a little different, your hand tools don't care. If you can
mark it on the wood, they can cut it to that shape.And do you wish you could add curves to your
work without having to invest the time in making lots of router templates or spending money on a
spindle sander? A saw and a decent rasp can shape any curve you can think of, and you aren't
limited by the depth of a router bit. If you can think it and draw it, a rasp can shape it.I'm sure that



all of this sounds somewhat appealing. Why else would you have picked up this book? But I'm
also certain that you have fears and apprehensions about hand work. It seems difficult to master.
The tools are foreign. And most woodworker's first experiences with hand tools are
frustrating.Chris' love of hand tools, and planes in particular, led him to create a loving place to
store them — built with hand tools. You'll find the plans for this hand plane cabinet in the projects
section of this book.I'm not going to lie to you, you need to learn to sharpen before you will have
any success with chisels, planes or scrapers. But if you will learn this small skill (there are lots of
valid ways to sharpen a tool, and some of our favorite are in this book), the rewards will far
exceed the time you spent learning to put a keen edge on a piece of steel.And, as a bonus, you
will find that learning to sharpen a chisel will open up wide vistas of woodworking that might
have seemed closed to you before: turning, carving, marquetry. Sharpening is the gateway skill
to a wider world of woodworking.Once you start down this path, I promise you that the
distinctions between power tools and hand tools will start to blur. In fact, the adjectives “hand”
and “power” will have a lot less meaning for you than the word that they modify: tool.You will find
yourself cutting tenons with a dado stack and adjusting them to perfection with a shoulder
plane.You will cut a cabriole leg to shape with a band saw and smooth its sinuous curves with a
rasp and file. You will raise a door panel on your router table and fit it with a block plane so it
never rattles.You will work faster without meaning to. The crispness of your work will surprise
you. You won't dread sanding because you'll be doing much less of it. You will hunger to get back
into the shop more than you ever did before.Whether you know it or not, we live in a new golden
age of woodworking that has never occurred before. Machinery is less expensive in inflation-
adjusted dollars than when the Industrial Revolution birthed the industry. Almost any household
of any income can afford a table saw, planer and jointer that can turn rough wood into
furnitureready boards.And hand tools are now of a better quality than at any time since World
War II. For almost 50 years, the best hand tools were old hand tools from the late 19th and early
20th century. And to get those old-timers to work you had to learn about tool restoration —
removing rust, flattening warped cast iron, regrinding hopelessly damaged chisels.But no
more.Modern manufacturers such as Veritas, Lie-Nielsen, Clifton, Auriou and Ashley Iles now
make tools that actually exceed the quality of the old-time tools. These tools take minutes to set
up for use, instead of days. They are properly designed and use modern manufacturing and
steels to compete against the other premium tools flooding the market. They are, like our
machines, a joy to use.The book you are holding in your hands is the missing link between the
world of hand work and machine work. The skills and tools discussed herein are all you need to
start incorporating hand tools into your power-tool shop. We've carefully selected each of these
chapters to provide this crash course in how to turn your woodworking into fine woodworking.
Now let's get to work.1why use hand tools?BY CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZHAND WORK IS
REMARKABLY STRAIGHTFORWARD— ONCE YOU OVERCOME ONE BARRIER.Learning to
use hand tools is far easier than acquiring the hand skills to type on a keyboard. I should know
— I cannot type worth a dang (despite being a trained journalist) and yet I've picked up the skills



to use chisels, planes, rasps, hammers and braces with little effort.That's because I've found
that using hand tools successfully is not really about manual dexterity. It's not about having
natural gifts. It's not about years of frustrating training. And it's not about being an apprentice and
having an old-world master to guide the way.Instead, it's about overcoming a barrier that stymies
many home woodworkers: the fear of taking a gamble and messing up the project you're working
on by trying a new process. I see this all the time with woodworkers. After we experience
success with a certain operation, we then resist trying a new way to do that operation because it
seems risky. And because most of us (though not all) learned the craft with power tools (through
shop class, television or magazines), that's what we're comfortable with.Me at age 8 with my first
tool tote. Being limited to only hand tools as a child removed my fear of them in later years.I,
however, was lucky. When I was 8 years old or so, my parents embarked on a crackpot
adventure. We bought an 84-acre farm in rural Arkansas and decided to build two houses there.
There was no electricity on the farm, and so the first house was built using mostly hand tools —
a handsaw, brace and hammer. This kindled my interest in woodworking, and I lusted after my
father's table saw and radial arm saw, which he kept at our house in town.For obvious reasons, I
was banned from the machinery. But I was allowed to use any of the hand tools, and I had my
own small kit in the garage. I built a workbench with the help of my grandfather. I built an
embarrassingly wretched tool tote. But it was all with hand tools, and so I knew that these tools
could actually work in the hands of a kid.As a result, when I started to get back into woodworking
after college I had little fear as I picked up my first dovetail saw, plow plane and outcannel gouge.
That fearlessness has taken me a long way and it continues to pay dividends as I've begun
experimenting with turning and carving.I can't give you the same experience I had growing up,
but I can give you this truth: If an awkward 8-year-old can build a workbench with hand tools,
then you can do it, too. Overcoming your fear of failure is the first step. The second step is to
understand what the tools are used for — there's not as much information about hand tools out
there as there is about power tools. And the third step is to learn basic sharpening. Acquiring this
skill is absolutely the Rosetta Stone to all the other hand skills, and that's why we've devoted
significant space to the topic in this book.The Myths of Hand ToolsThere are some woodworkers
who see little reason to even mess with hand tools. After all, we have all these amazingly fast
and precise power tools at our disposal. Why should we “devolve” to an earlier technological
state? That's quite against our progressive nature. Well the reason you should incorporate hand
tools into your work is because just about everything you hear about hand tools is likely wrong.
Let's look at some of the myths.Myth 1: Hand tools are slow. The truth is that some people are
slow. Hand tools have always been built to work as quickly as possible. They just have to be set
up and wielded correctly. And you have to pick the right tool for the job. You wouldn't try to
reduce a board in thickness with a sanding block, so why would you try to do that operation with
a smoothing plane?All tools are slow when used incorrectly. About seven years ago, one of our
editors for our woodworking book line decided to build a cradle for his newborn child. It was a
small project, yet he spent three full days planing down all the wood for the project on our Delta



13″ cast-iron industrial planer. Why? Because he refused to remove more than ″ in a pass. He
was afraid he'd mess up.The truth is that both hand tools and power tools can be remarkably
fast when set up properly and used appropriately. You have to know that a fore plane is used for
hogging off ″ of material in a stroke. You have to know that a 7-point hand saw will fly through a
board in half the number of strokes you'd make with a 12-point saw. You have to know that a
cabinet rasp will shape wood faster than a pattermaker's rasp. Once you know these things,
you'll pick up speed.This tool cabinet (quite an improvement over my work 29 years ago) was
built using a blend of hand and power tools. The rough lumber was dimensioned with machinery.
Hand tools did the rest: truing and refining all the surfaces and all of the joinery in the case and
drawers.Myth 2: Hand tools are less precise than power tools. Whenever I hear this one I laugh
and ask the person if they can set their table saw to remove .001″from a board's edge. This is
virtually impossible to do with a table saw, router, jointer or planer. Yet it is child's play for a hand
plane. After an afternoon of practicing with a handplane, you will be able to set any handplane to
remove a .001″-thick shaving. Imagine the sort of power that gives you. Fitting and trimming your
joints can be effortless when you have that skill. And it's an easy skill to get.The real truth is that
hand tools free you from a lot of these arbitrary measurements anyway. Your door panels don't
care if they are .0625″ thick or .061″. All they care about is if they fit in the rails and stiles. If you
cut a panel too thick to fit into its groove on a table saw, you end up engaging in the endless
cycle of: cut, go to the bench, check the fit, tweak the setup; cut, go to the bench, check the fit.
Then you have to sand the panel for finishing. When you fit a panel with a hand plane you do it
all at the bench. Take a few passes, check the fit, take a few passes, check the fit. And here's the
real kicker, once it fits you don't have to sand it — the hand plane produces a ready-to-finish
surface. So now you're both faster and you're more precise.Fore planes are rough tools that can
hog off ″ in a pass. The jointer plane's long sole then trues the surface and takes a thinner
shaving (about .006″ thick). The smoothing plane is then used to remove a thin shaving
(about .001″ to .002″ thick) to prepare the surface for finishing. You need all three planes to
surface lumber and you need to use them in the correct order.Myth 3: Hand tools require great
skill. A lot of people are under the assumption that to use hand tools you need years of practice
to develop a feel for the tool. While true mastery of any tool (hand or power) is probably
unobtainable, most hand tools can be learned after a couple hours (not years) of practice. Go
down to the shop and decide to practice on some scrap. Drill it, cut it, plane it, shape it, carve it.
When you have some success, then apply those skills to a project.There's another bit of missing
information that helps propagate this myth about hand tools: people think they are used entirely
freehand. This is wrong. There are a number of simple “appliances” or jigs that will help you
guide your hand tools. Shooting boards assist you in planing perfect square edges and ends on
boards. Bench hooks hold and guide your work while using a backsaw. Sawbenches help make
your handsaw fly through the work. Planing stops eliminate complicated workholding
apparatuses.Building a few of these appliances (I'd start with the bench hook on page 140) will
immediately unlock the hidden abilities of your hand tools.Myth 4: Simple hand tools aren't cut



out for complex work: We have an amazing array of commercial and shopmade jigs for power
tools these days. There are dovetail jigs that cost more than my first pickup truck. Believe me,
these modern jigs work. I've used a lot of them. And I think that these jigs sell so well because
some woodworkers really like gizmos (nothing wrong with that) and some woodworkers think
they need a complex jig to perform a complex operation, such as cutting a mortise-and-tenon
joint.Hand tools largely free you from complex jiggery. Think for a moment how difficult it is to cut
a compound miter on a table saw, particularly on a panel. There is an immense amount of setup
and testcutting involved. Lots of wasted sample pieces. And if you really want to do it well, you
should buy an aftermarket miter gauge that is accurate to half a degree.When I want to cut an
unusual angle, I mark it out on my workpiece and simply saw to the line. Then a couple strokes
with a plane clean up the cut and get it precisely fit. No test cuts. No wasted material. No jigs.
Mark the line; cut the line. It is one of the most liberating feelings you will ever experience. And
it's not hard to do. An 8-year-old can handle it.Or how about fitting a door in a face frame? If your
door or face frame is crooked (let's say it's off by ″), how are you going to correct that error when
using power tools? A tapering sled on the table saw? A few stopped cuts on the jointer? A
tapered straightedge guide for your router with a bearing-guided pattern bit? I've used all these
methods. Here's what I do now: I mark the taper I need on the door's rail or stile. I plane to that
line by using a quick series of stopped passes. When I get to the line, I'm done. As a bonus, the
edge of that door is ready for finishing, too.Myth 5: Hand tools are cheaper than power tools: I
bet you weren't expecting me to say that. Good tools cost. Period. End of story. It's true you can
buy vintage hand tools or vintage machinery for a lower up-front cost. But getting these tools to
work correctly can cost you a lot of time and effort. If you have a lot of free time and enjoy
tinkering with metal things, then this is the route for you.This shaving is .001″ thick and you can
easily set a hand plane to remove this amount (or more, depending on your needs). Setting
power tools to remove such small increments is almost impossible.For those of us for whom time
is scarce: Buy the best tool you can. You will end up sharpening it less, fooling with it less and
using it more. This has always been the case, even hundreds of years ago. In Joseph Moxon's
Mechanick Exercises of 1678, he exhorts craftsmen to buy superior steel saws over the less
expensive iron ones and even tells them exactly where in London on Foster Street to get them.
And virtually every other old text on woodworking I own insists that you should always buy the
best you can afford. Audels Carpenters and Builders Guide (Audel Co. 1947) puts it thus: “(I)t is
important to buy only the best regardless of cost.”As a kid, my first coping saw was a Craftsman.
Some tools from Craftsman are good; some are not. This one was decidedly a piece of junk. The
blade clamp never worked right. The frame buckled under normal use. The riveted handle was
loose. The mechanism that controlled the angle of the blade routinely came loose. Pretty much
everything on that saw was a stinker. So it was no wonder I struggled with that tool. I now have a
nice Olson Saw Co. coping saw. The day I started using that saw my sawing skills increased ten-
fold. Cheap tools are barriers to good work. Good tools make the work as easy as
possible.Where to BeginIf this all sounds good to you, you're probably wondering where you



should begin. The first step is to educate your-self about the tools before you start buying them
and using them. While there's indeed sound information contained in this issue, you need a few
books to help you really get the critical mass of information you need. I have a number of favorite
books about hand woodworking. You need at least two: One on sharpening and one about the
tools. I'd buy the book on sharpening first.There are two sharpening books I really like: The
Complete Guide to Sharpening by Leonard Lee, and The Complete Illustrated Guide to
Sharpening by Thomas Lie-Nielsen. Both books are from The Taunton Press and both will guide
you in all the basic moves required to sharpen a wide variety of tools.The bench hook guides
your back saw and keeps it in place on your bench as you cut. It's a remarkable workshop
appliance.For an overview of hand tools and their uses, here are some good sources to look for
at the bookstore and the library (some of these books are out of print but still available used and
at libraries).Fitting a door with a hand plane is fast and accurate. First mark out how much
material you need to remove and draw a line on the door showing what you want to remove
(above). Then plane to that line and the door will fit perfectly (right).• Hand Tools by Aldren A.
Watson (Norton). Although Watson has a bit of a boatbuilder's perspective, the information and
his beautiful hand illustrations are solid gold. This book is inexpensive, readily available and
packed with excellent information you'll turn to regularly.• Traditional Woodworking Handtools by
Graham Blackburn (Blackburn Books). The first woodworking book I ever owned was written by
Blackburn. This book combines many of his columns for magazines during the years into a very
nice reference book on hand work.• Tools for Woodwork by Charles H.Hayward (Drake). Sadly,
this fine book is out of print. Hayward explores all the basic tools you need to do woodworking
with clear explanations and perfect illustrations.Good hand tools never wear out (unlike even the
best routers or cordless drills). So spending a bit more money on one is a good idea because
you'll never have to buy a replacement and you'll never outgrow it.A good workbench makes the
work easier and faster. Buy Scott Landis's book on workbenches to learn everything you need to
know before you build or buy one.• Restoring, Tuning … Using Classic Woodworking Tools by
Michael Dunbar (Sterling). If you are going to go the route of fixing up vintage tools, you need
this book. It can be difficult to find, but it is worth the effort.• The Workbench Book by Scott
Landis (Taunton). You need a good workbench for hand work, and Landis's book is the classic.
Avoid imitators; this is the best book on benches available.And then you should get a catalog
from Astragal Press, which specializes in publishing and selling books on traditional craft work.
You will find many excellent books that will help take you down paths that interest you, such as
hand planes or braces or saws. How to contact Astragal: Visit, call 866-543-3045, or write to
them at: P.O. Box 239, Mendham, NJ 07945.Not a Rejection of ElectricityThere's one final point
I'd like to make about hand tools. Using them does not force you to reject power tools or
machinery. Many people who visit my shop at home are puzzled by my big 8" Powermatic jointer,
Delta Unisaw and Grizzly 15″ planer. “I thought you were a hand tool guy,” is the inevitable
comment that falls from their lips.Then I point out the obscene number of braces hanging on the
wall behind my band saw and the collection of hand planes stored in a cherry cabinet above my



grandfather's workbench.“I like all tools,” is my standard reply.Hand tools and power tools co-
exist very peacefully in a modern workshop. The two perspectives complement one another in
surprising ways and allow you to work faster, more accurately and with less waste and more
joy.Sharpening your tools is the first skill to master. Once you get past this hurdle, you will find
yourself able to master any edge tool.You can blend the two perspectives to your heart's desire. I
use my powered planer and jointer for prepping all my rough stock, but the hand tools handle all
the final truing and make the work ready to finish. I use my table saw for ripping and crosscutting
(its true purpose in life) and use my hand tools for most of the fine joinery. The rough work is
handled by the power tools in my shop and the fine work is done by the hand tools.The result of
knowing both hand and power tools is that I'm a more fearless woodworker. New tools,
techniques and projects are much more doable when you have a lot of different ways of going
about any given task. And when I do hesitate or cringe at a task ahead of me, I simply remind
myself to act more like an 8-year-old boy.2hand tools for $100BY CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZIF
YOU'RE A BEGINNER AND MONEY IS TIGHT, YOU CAN BUY ALL THE HAND TOOLS
YOU'LL NEED TO START WOODWORKING WITH JUST A C-NOTE.Beginning woodworkers
have it bad when it comes to buying their first hand tools. First you have to figure out what tools
you need to get started. Then you have a hard choice. You can buy the cheapest stuff at
discount stores and risk being disappointed with the quality later. Or you can buy the nice stuff
from catalogs and specialty woodworking stores that is considerably more expensive. However
there's a third option that few beginning woodworkers consider: buy used hand tools.Flea
markets, garage sales and antique malls are usually awash with quality used hand tools at
reasonable prices. A #4 Stanley smoothing plane that costs $57.50 new in the box can be had
for $15 to $20 used. Wooden handled chisels that average about $10 each new can be bought
for $5. There are some downsides to buying used, though. If you're not happy with your
purchase, it's unlikely you can get a refund. And some used tools need restoration before use.
But if you follow the guidelines in this article, you can minimize the amount of time you'll spend
fixing up your old tools and quickly put your new toys to work.Let me first say that buying used
isn't for everyone. It's unlikely you'll be able to go to one flea market on a Saturday morning and
equip your entire shop. So you're going to have to shop around. And for many people there's
something inexplicably appealing about owning a brand new tool. But if money is tight and
you've got a few weekends free, it's entirely possible to equip your shop with all the basic hand
tools for less than $100.Your Shopping ListFirst figure out what you need to get started. Even if
you're a power tool junkie you're going to have to buy about 20 hand tools (until they invent an
electric scratch awl). If you're inclined to do all your work with hand tools, this list is still a great
place to start — you'll be able to do a lot of things with these tools. The chart below is a decent
shopping list with some average flea market prices that we've seen in the Midwest, South and
East. When you go shopping, be sure to take a list of the tools you need, a good-quality steel
ruler marked in inches and a pencil.There are four places to find good used tools: auctions,
garage sales, antique malls and flea markets. Auctions are great because you can sometimes



pick up an entire box of tools for $20. Because the prices are reasonable, this is where many flea
market vendors purchase tools to sell. But auctions are time consuming. You can sit all day
waiting for the tools you're interested in to come up for sale. And even then you might lose to a
higher bidder and only end up with a few extra pounds from all those pimento cheese
sandwiches you ate.Tool booths can be a little competitive at times. Best advice: go early or go
late. Go early for the best selection; go late for the best deals.Garage sales are nice because the
person running them might have no idea how to price the tools. I've found good hand planes at
yard sales for $5. Problem is you usually have to drive all over town to find a garage sale that
may or may not have tools for sale. And most garage sales have just a few tools for sale. Antique
malls, on the other hand lots of tools to choose from. But you have to pay for that convenience.
Prices can be higher than those listed here and there's little chance to bargain.Beginning
woodworker Ed O'Connell checks out some of the tool bargains at an antiques market in
Kentucky. While you can find used tools at garage sales and antique stores, open-air markets
like this seem to be the most fruitful.I prefer the flea markets. There are lots of tools to choose
from, there's no waiting around and the prices are low, especially if you are willing to
haggle.ChiselsYou've gotta have chisels. From squaring up rabbets cut with your router to paring
dovetails, chisels are a necessity. Luckily, used chisels are easy to find and inexpensive. The
nice thing about used chisels is that the majority of them have wooden handles, which I'm partial
to. The downside to used chisels is you're going to have to grind the cutting edge back to square.
I've never seen a used chisel that didn't need work.But don't get too worked up about that. Many
new chisels need to be reground right out of the box, too. So when you're looking to buy a used
chisel, here's what to keep in mind. First measure the chisel with your steel ruler to make sure it's
a size you need. Look for chisels that aren't too rusty, especially on the back. Surface rust is OK,
but if there are deep pits on the back of the chisel, you'll have a lot of flattening to do before you
can get a decent cutting edge. Rust on the front isn't a big deal, as long as it's not too
severe.How much of the blade is left is also important. Unless the chisel is a butt chisel (which is
supposed to have a short blade) you should have at least 3″ to 4″ of blade remaining. If you've
got less, you might not have any tempered steel left in the blade and the chisel won't hold an
edge. Pass.Now check out the handle. Can you pull the handle out of the socket? If you can,
you'll need to fix that or turn a new handle. Follow the same rules with mortising chisels, which
have considerably thicker blades and no bevel on the sides. In addition, make sure these look
like they can take a lot more abuse, such as getting whacked by a hammer every day.Chisels are
plentiful, so you can be picky about the quality and price. Here a couple chisels sit among some
carving tools — another common item at shows.Always take a ruler when buying tools. You need
only one 3/8″ chisel for your toolbox.Backsaw and Coping SawYou need a backsaw for cutting
dovetails and tenons, and other small work. Backsaws are so named because they have a rigid
spine clamped to the back of the blade that stiffens the blade during the cut. Larger backsaws
are called tenon saws. Smaller ones are called dovetail saws. And little ones with a round handle
are often called gent's saws. You'll find a lot of saws for sale, but they usually need a lot of work,



such as fixing missing teeth and resharpening. Let a professional do this for you.If you're not an
old tool purist, I recommend you buy a new Japanese-style backsaw. Lee Valley Tools, for
example, sells a great Korean-made Dozuki backsaw for $22.50 (item# 60T55.01 •
800-871-8158). I like Japanese-style saws because they cut on the pull stroke instead of the
push stroke, so they're easier to control. Plus the kerf is considerably thinner than Western
saws.A couple of decent block planes. The one on the left was tempting because it was a
bargain; however it didn't have an adjustable throat and it was a standard block plane, not the
low-angle version. The plane on the right was priced at $18, which is OK for a low-angle block
plane with an adjustable throat. The small shiny ring below the front knob of this plane moves the
throat forward and back.Coping saws are simple tools that are great for cutting curves and
cleaning out waste between dovetails. Make sure a used one is fully adjustable. That is, you can
lock the blade at any angle. Buy some new blades that have 15 teeth per inch at the hardware
store for about 30 cents each.PlanesYou'll need a low-angle block plane for lots of stuff. For
example, when you've glued up two pieces of wood and one edge is slightly proud of the other, a
low-angle block plane is great for leveling the joint.You'll usually find two kinds of block planes for
sale: one is your plain old block plane, the other is a low-angle block plane. Block planes have
the blade set at about a 20-degree angle to the sole. The blade in the low-angles is set at 12
degrees. Low-angle planes will cut everything that a block plane will, and they work better on
planing end grain and highly figured woods. So try to buy a low-angle version if you can.You also
want this tool to have an adjustable throat. The throat is the opening between the blade and
plane body. It's important that this is adjustable because the thinner the opening you can create,
the less tearout you'll get — especially in figured woods. To see if a block plane has an
adjustable throat, unscrew the front knob on the plane and try to wiggle the piece of metal on the
sole in front of the blade. If it moves, your throat is adjustable.Another issue with used block
planes is the blade itself. Look for one that's not too rusty and has some life left in it. New block
plane blades are about 4½″ long. If yours is considerably smaller, you might be in for trouble.
Replacement blades for some block planes can be tricky to find, especially for oddball brands.
It's safe to pass on block planes with stubby blades.Now check the plane bottom for flatness.
Hold your straightedge — edge on — against the sole of the plane and up to a light. If you can
see some significant gaps between the ruler and sole, you could be in for a lot of work. Flatter is
better.Another nice feature in block planes is called “lateral adjustment.” This allows you to pivot
the blade slightly to the left or right to get a perfectly square cut. Lateral adjustments aren't the
same on all planes so look for a lever on the back of the plane that moves the blade left or
right.Smoothing planes are useful for heavy-duty planing. If you have a rough-sawn edge on a
board, a smoothing plane can dress it. You also can use it for the final smoothing of roughsawn
lumber. Most smoothing planes, especially those made by Stanley, will have a #4 on them. If you
can't find a #4 plane, a #3 or a #5 will also serve you well as a first all-purpose plane.Ed checks
the sole of a smoothing plane to see how flat it is. You can flatten plane bottoms using a slab of
glass, some kerosene and 90-grit silicon carbide (available in many woodworking catalogs).



However, the more light you can see under that ruler, the more work you'll have to do to flatten
the sole.Many of the same rules for block planes apply to smoothing planes, except smoothing
planes do not have adjustable throats. Instead they have adjustable frogs. The frog is the piece
of metal that the blade sits on. By moving it forward you can close the throat. Look for a frog
screw at the back of the plane. Planes without this screw are still somewhat adjustable, but it's
more of a pain to accomplish.ScrapersScrapers are simply a piece of hardened metal that have
a special burr on them. These useful tools work like supercharged sandpaper and can flatten
table-tops and remove glue squeeze-out. I have yet to see a used one for sale. Buy a new one.
You'll also need to buy a mill bastard file and burnisher to sharpen your scraper. Mill bastard files
will be marked as such. Burnishers look like a metal magic wand with a wooden
handle.Combination SquaresThe combination square is a constant companion of the
woodworker. It can lay out joints, draw lines parallel to the edge of a board, draw 45-degree
miters and set up all your machinery. So be careful when you buy one. I usually look for a
Starrett-brand square. They cost more ($25 used; $57 new), but they're worth every penny. Other
squares are serviceable if money is tight. Here's what to look for.First make sure your square is
still square. Put the square against the edge of a piece of wood and mark a line. Now turn the
square over and mark a second line very close to the first. If the lines are parallel, your square is
square. Otherwise pass.Look for a frog adjustment screw when picking out a smoothing plane.
This screw moves the frog forward and back, which opens and closes the throat of the
plane.Make sure you can lock the blade down tightly. If you find one that passes all these tests,
don't think about it, buy it. Good squares are hard to find.a word about white elephantsThere is
something magical about finding a mint-condition tool at a flea market that sends all reason into
a tailspin. A few months ago I was looking at two #4 smoothing planes in a shop in Florida. Both
were Stanleys. One was obviously very old but looked so sparkling new that it could have had
robot dust on it. Price $63. The other one was cruddy and used and only $23. Like a crow that's
drawn to bright and shiny objects, I was mesmerized by the pretty one, even though it was way
too expensive.Then I came to my senses. I checked the sole of each plane with a straightedge.
The old plane was almost perfectly flat. The shiny one was horribly warped, twisted, you name it.
It was unusable, except as a paperweight. So if you see a shiny tool at a flea market be careful.
There's a reason that tool might never have been used. It could be that it was born a piece of
junk.Marking GaugeThe marking gauge lays out mortises, tenons and dovetails. A pin on one
end of the gauge marks the wood while the head determines where that mark is made.Look for a
marking gauge with a pin that hasn't been ground out of existence. Some gauges have two pins.
These are nice for laying out mortises and tenons. If you find one of these, consider it a bonus.
Also, make sure you can lock the fence tightly on the beam.Sliding Bevel GaugeThese handy
contraptions are useful for transferring angles from one place to another. Say you need to set
your table saw's blade to a particular angle that matches a piece on your project. Adjust the
bevel gauge to the angle on the project and lock the blade down. Now put the gauge against
your table saw's blade and tilt it until it fits perfectly against the bevel gauge.The rust on this



sliding bevel gauge isn't much to worry about. Be more concerned with the gauge's ability to lock
down.There are two things to look for. First make sure the blade isn't too rusted or warped. You
want it to be as straight as possible. Second, make sure you can lock the blade down tightly so it
won't move if you bump it slightly.BargainingSome people love to haggle; others won't do it
except when buying cars. I'm indifferent, but I can almost always get a better price one of two
ways — without being rude. First, assume they'll come down about 15 to 20 percent on most
items, then offer that much. If a plane is $25, offer $20. They'll almost always take it. Second, buy
two or more items from the same dealer. Usually the price becomes more flexible. I once bought
a $25 plane, a $25 combination square and an $8 bevel gauge for $40 — 31 percent off.One
more thing: prices at flea markets usually go down as it gets closer to quitting time. Sure, the
selection isn't as good, but if you're ready with cash, the dealer won't have to pack up the item
for his next show. You just might get lucky.3the ultimate hand tool shopBY ADAM
CHERUBINIPERFECTION DOESN'T EXIST.BUT YOU CAN COME CLOSE.One of the first
things any beginning woodworker must do is set up a workshop. Like so many other things a
novice woodworker must do, the preparation of a workshop shapes the capabilities and
enjoyment of the craft long after the novice has become an intermediate or advanced
woodworker.Fortunately, many books and articles have been published on the subject.
Unfortunately, few — if any — address the unique needs of hand tool usage. All too often, I see
benches that are much too short, free standing or shoved into some filthy corner. Provisions for
sharpening appear to be haphazard afterthoughts. Tool storage solutions are typically
completely inadequate for the unique needs of hand tools and their convenient usage. The
general lack of consideration for the unique needs of hand tool usage conspires to limit the
potential of any would-be hand tool craftsman.I'm using cartoons to illustrate most of this
chapter for two important reasons. Not only does it allow me to show the “ultimate” shop without
actually having the ultimate shop, it also helps to reinforce the notion that the “ultimate hand-tool
shop” exists only in our imaginations, and is totally devoid of the real-life compromises and
practicalities that shape real-world workshops.Unlike modern shops where each new tool
purchase requires a corresponding additional allotment of floor space, once a few basic hand
tool work areas are established, there's rarely a need for any additional growth. The trick is
getting these areas laid out in such a way that they don't prevent your future success.Space to
PlaneA workbench is used for hand planing and a host of joinery operations. When I built my 6′-
long workbench, I thought carefully about the size of furniture I wanted to make. Nothing on that
list was more than 4′ long, so I thought a 6′ bench would be plenty long enough. But there were
two things I missed: First, a 40″-wide by 20″-deep chest of drawers needs approximately 8″ of
base moulding. You can't make 8′-long passes over stock resting on a 6′ bench. Crosscutting
the stock before moulding has disadvantages. Second, I find it best to plane my stock before I
saw it. That way, I know where the knots are, where the sapwood or difficult grain is, etc. This
helps me avoid those areas when I cut mouldings or saw joints. Consequently, I prefer to plane
my stock in the lengths in which I purchase it. Because I buy mostly 8′ stock and rarely need



more than 8′ of moulding, I recommend setting aside space for a roughly 2′ × 8′
workbench.Eight feet of shop space isn't enough room for an 8′ bench. All planes need “run-off”
room. Because the shavings tend to fly off this end of the bench anyway, I find this a convenient
location for a trash barrel.First, place your bench against a wall. A 2' × 8' bench is, in my opinion,
the minumum amount of space necessary for the bench.Don't put the end of your bench too
close to a wall. Someday you may take my advice and get yourself a 30″-long plane. Make sure
you have room to use it. I think it wise to allow a couple feet for run-off room.Locating your bench
with the back against a wall provides it with stability for sawing or other work perpendicular to the
long front edge of the bench. A piece of scrap placed between your stock and the wall provides
a convenient backstop for material being planed. The wall also prevents tools from being
knocked off the back and provides a convenient location for a chisel rack and other tool
storage.An anti-fatigue mat in front of your bench is more than a luxury. Plane shavings can
make finished wood or concrete floors quite slippery, even after they’ve been swept away.
Planing long stock requires quite a bit of foot work, so I recommend considering a sweepable
non-slip work mat of some sort.You don't want to strike the wall with your jointer plane. Put the
end of your bench 2' from the wall — and it's a good place for a trash can.Room to SawLearning
to saw by hand offers woodworkers the opportunity to explore traditional joinery. Like anything
else one attempts to learn, it's easier to saw with good tools and the right space. In Anglo-
American shops, ripping is performed on sawhorses using a widebladed “western” saw.An anti-
fatigue mat in front of your bench is an essential part of your shop. It gives you sure footing and
is good for your back, too.The size and shape required for ripping fits well directly adjacent to the
bench. I think this resulting 4' × 11' rectangle is the absolute minimum size for the ultimate hand
tool shop.Set aside 2' of space in front of your bench for ripping at the sawhorses. Add 1' to the
right of the bench for crosscutting.One advantage of working wood with hand tools is that you
have the ability to work very wide stock that would be too heavy or unwieldy to muscle across
machines. Having space to rip directly in front of your workbench saves you from having to carry
some big boards through your shop. That said, if space is tight you can rip almost anywhere. It's
quite easy to take your sawhorses outside and rip on the patio or in the garden.Creating
shadows on your bench is important. Shadows allow you to see a profile develop on your work.
Create light sources by having lamps you can switch off individually.Many woodworkers enjoy
the convenience of a tail vise. Not me. Its limited usefulness is overshadowed by the difficulties it
creates for essential crosscut sawing. The right end of the bench is the perfect place for cutting
joints and accurate crosscuts. Anglo-American woodworkers got away without tail vises for at
least 100 years and so can you. You needn't leave much space to the right of your bench for the
offcut. A long offcut is difficult to support here anyway.Tool Storage SpaceHand tools aren't like
hand-held power tools. Dropping them is generally disastrous. Metal tools are sensitive to rust,
which can cause pits in polished metal blades. Wooden tools are sensitive to changes in
humidity. Finding efficient ways of storing hand tools has been the effort of craftsmen for
centuries. Rather than propose a revolutionary solution made from medium-density fiberboard, a



quick look back at what has been done might be wise.Images of pre-industrial shops clearly
reveal a two-pronged approach to storing tools. Oft-used tools, generically referred to as “bench
tools” because of their ever-present location on the bench, are shown stored on open shelves, or
hung from hooks on the walls.Tool chests, frequently painted a blue green color (perhaps
because the copper-based pigment was inexpensive), are shown in several images of pre-
industrial shops. For many years I believed these chests were merely a convenient means of
transporting a journeyman's tools as he “journeyed” from shop to shop. I was wrong. These
chests are deceptively large and insanely heavy. And the term “journey-man” is an English
corruption of the French word for “work day” (journée) referring not to the traveling nature of the
worker but rather the way in which he is compensated for his work (for a day's work). These
chests are a surprisingly efficient way to store hand tools. Tools are easily accessed, safe from
the hazards of the workshop, movable (with some difficulty) and the chest is unobtrusive. Made
correctly, the chest's tight-fitting lids seem to protect the contents from rust. Popular
Woodworking has offered a variety of plans for tool chests and wall-hung cabinets. One
advantage of a traditional tool chest is that it can be relocated seasonally if necessary.A raking
light, as shown above, will quickly point out imperfections in your work, from tear-out to plane
tracks.If we define the “bench tools” properly and narrowly as those tools used almost
continuously, rust should not be a problem. But great changes in humidity or temperature require
us to reconsider the whole concept of bench tools. A fine tool chest may make an excellent
window seat or coffee table. Tool chests from the 18th century are often indistinguishable from
blanket chests. So why not put one in your bedroom? Tools required for a day's work could be
unpacked and hung on walls or laid on open shelves only to be returned at the end of a day's
work with no great loss in efficiency and some significant gain in peace of mind.Lumber Storage
SpacePlaning and sawing by hand forces you to read the grain, and feel its movement,
variations in density, etc. I'm not one of those people who falls in love with wood or its grain. But
a thorough familiarity with the material is inescapable. Before too long, every hand tool user
develops preferences for certain lumber species, airdried stock as opposed to kiln dried or
steamed, and even specific cuts of wood such as quartersawn, plainsawn heart wood, flitches,
etc. Consequently, and without exception, the hand tool users I know purchase wood that meets
their preferences regardless of whether they have an immediate use for it or not. So I think it is
wise, if at all possible, to prepare for the long-term storage of a great quantity of lumber for future
projects.However, your lumber rack needn't necessarily share your workspace. You may find
your garage, woodshed, or even a shady portion of your lawn or garden a convenient location for
your lumber rack.While a dedicated sharpening station is preferred, if tight space requires that
you sharpen on your bench, consider some sort of mat to protect it from oil or water — and to
keep the stone from slipping around.Multiple low-wattage lights such as these offer great
flexibility. The diffusers are a great help in reducing glare.When designing your lumber rack,
consider such things as providing sufficient airflow through the racks, accessibility and shading
the lumber from sunlight. If children are a part of your life, please take every precaution to make



your lumber rack safe for someone who may mistake it for a jungle gym.Sharpening SpaceIt has
been said that the key to working with hand tools is first learning how to sharpen them. No
ultimate hand tool shop is complete without some provisions for sharpening. Although Jacques-
Andre Roubo's 18th-century text clearly shows a dedicated sharpening area, this isn't an
absolute necessity. The workbench can be a convenient place to sharpen because it is sturdy
and just the right height for such an activity. But there are several reasons why many prefer a
dedicated area as Roubo illustrated. Most sharpening equipment requires some sort of
lubrication, which can make a mess of your bench and any future projects. Grinders used by
many woodworkers spew nasty abrasive particle dust. Let's face it. Sharpening is messy
business.If space is short, consider some sort of mat to protect your bench from oil or water that
will fly off the end of your stones. This rubber mat serves double duty. It protects the bench and
keeps the stone from slipping around.For light honing, your bench may indeed suffice, but when
more serious work is needed, it's nice to have a dedicated sharpening area. A grinder and a
small shopbuilt table of a convenient height will fit the bill. Now the sharpening station needn't
necessarily be in the workshop. This could be in an unheated or otherwise undesirable location.
But an inconvenient sharpening area may discourage you from sharpening. Nothing will
discourage a woodworker faster or more completely than working with dull tools. In the “ultimate”
workshop, there would be some well-equipped sharpening area. The rest of us just need to find
a space we can make a mess in.Lighting Your WorkspaceIn an article I once wrote about the
Anthony Hay cabinetshop in Colonial Williamsburg, master cabinetmaker Mack Headley
described some of the benefits of working in “raking” light. The natural light from a nearby
window casts shadows, allowing him to read a surface when planing or carving. I have found
knife lines to be all but invisible under the shadow-less flood of light from 4' -fluorescent shop
lights. Soon after that visit to Colonial Williamsburg, I removed the 4' shop lights over my bench
and began experimenting with different sorts of lights. Here's what I ended up with. Lighting the
ends of the bench is important. Although it's counter-intuitive, the ability to turn off lights
individually can help you better see what you need to see.Over my bench I'm using an array of
13-watt, compact fluorescent bulbs in clamp work light fixtures (they have a color temperature of
3,500K). These bulbs shed a nice white light, are inexpensive, and, most important, can be
turned off individually or quickly repositioned, giving me shadows when and where I need them. I
made sure to position lights over the ends of the bench where the finest work is done. You could
substitute standard incandescent bulbs in similar fixtures or choose the much hotter and even
brighter halogens, but these would need special fixtures. I found higher-color temperature
compact fluorescent (CF) bulbs provided better illumination than lower-color CF bulbs with twice
the wattage.With the raking light switched on and the over-bench lights switched off, I can easily
see when I need to sharpen my smooth plane.I prefer the flexibility of multiple low-wattage lights.
I can't think of a better application for this approach than these “raking” lights. A strong light
would blind you.To produce a raking light, I'm using the same 13w, 3,500K CF bulbs attached to
the wall behind the left end of my bench. To keep from being blinded, I attached a photographic



filter material (Cinegel #3,000) called a “gel” (it looks like tracing paper) to the front of each
fixture with binder clips to act as a diffuser (see photo above). This material won't catch fire even
in direct contact with the fluorescent bulb and is inexpensive.the dominy shopThe reconstructed
Dominy Shop at Winterthur offers a peek into a rural preindustrial woodshop. The Dominy family
produced a wide variety of items, including furniture and clocks, in their East Hampton, N.Y.,
home from the 1760s to the 1840s.Although the “ultimate” hand tool shop I've described in this
article was not based on this reconstruction, we can see many of the elements I discussed
including the position of the workbenches, tool storage and even the color of the chest in the
back corner.This unique reconstruction, (which was based on 1940s sketches of the original
shop and eyewitness accounts) validates our notions of period shops. The Dominymade
furniture and clocks included with the exhibit earn the shop its inclusion in any “ultimate” hand
tool shop article.Winterthur, formerly the estate of H.F. DuPont, is located in Delaware's Brandy-
wine Valley. The museum, which includes a celebrated collection of American art and antiques,
is open year-round. For more information, call 800-448-3883 or visit .An Inviting ShopBy far one
of the coolest things about an ultimate hand tool shop is that with a few precautions, it can be
made safe enough for a baby. Woodworking is such a solitary hobby, but it needn't be so.
Without the noise and the dust of machinery, the shop can be a pleasant place to be. My shop
has toys for my children (although they prefer tenon cheeks and plane shavings) and a
comfortable place to sit down. The warm wood paneling didn't take long to install, but it really
took away the harshness of the cinderblock walls. The ultimate shop is a shop you want to be in.
The ultimate shop is a shop where a child or grandchild, neighbor or spouse feels welcome. The
ultimate shop is a shop in which woodworking can be shared.ConclusionI hope I haven't misled
you though. There is no actual “ultimate” hand tool shop. Every shop is the result of several,
often unfortunate, compromises. Nor should you consider the hand tool shop as necessarily
separate from a modern shop. Instead, you can incorporate “ultimate” hand tool shop features in
the space created by pushing aside your 12″ planer and 6″ jointer.But the one aspect of the
ultimate hand tool shop that really earns its title is that it can fit into the end of a garage without
moving your car, or just as easily into a spare bedroom, or garden shed, or patio. It's the ultimate
workshop because it can allow someone in a big city to make something wonderful in a very
small space.The truly ultimate hand tool shop offers craftsmen not just a different way to work,
but an opportunity to work.4sharpening plane ironsBY CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZWE'VE
TRIED JUST ABOUT EVERY SHARPENING SYSTEM THERE IS — FROM SANDPAPER TO
CERAMICS TO WATERSTONES. HERE'S HOW TO GET THE BEST POSSIBLE EDGE WITH
THE LEAST FUSS.Learning to sharpen your edge tools will open up a lot of doors in
woodworking. Sharpening is half the battle when learning handplanes, turning and
carving.When I took my first class in woodworking some years ago, the first thing the instructor
showed us was his shop-made waterstone pond. With a reverence and care usually reserved for
religious artifacts and small injured animals, the teacher brought the pond out from its special
place in his cabinet. For more than an hour he talked with a furrowed brow about secondary



bevels, wire edges and polishing the backs of our edge tools.All of us in the class did our best to
stifle our yawns. I kept looking at the rows of chisels and backsaws and wondered when we were
going to get to the important part.Within a week we all realized that we should have paid more
attention to the sharpening lecture. Soon there were only two sharp chisels in the shop for a
class of 10 students, and we quarreled over them. Trimming tenons with the equivalent of a
butter knife was no fun.So I made it a point to learn to sharpen well. And I've been fortunate to be
able to use a variety of methods, including oilstones, diamond stones, waterstones, ceramic
stones, sandpaper, electric grinders and the Tormek system.Each system has its good and bad
points. Some are simple, others don't make a mess, some are less expensive and most systems
can put an astoundingly good edge on tool steel.For me, the two most important qualities a
sharpening system needs are that it must be fast and it must produce the keenest edge. I'll pay a
little more and suffer a little mess to get a good edge in a hurry and get back to the bench.That's
because I'm more interested in woodworking than I am in the act of sharpening. I have no desire
to look at my edges under a microscope or fret about tiny imperfections in the metal. I'm not the
kind of guy who wants to meditate on my power animal as I proceed up to #500,000 grit. I want
to be done with it and get back to the good part.Familiarity Breeds a Keen EdgeThe steps I'm
about to describe will work with every sharpening and honing system I know of on the market.
That's because no matter what system you use, sharpening is about one thing: Grinding and
polishing the two intersecting planes of a cutting edge to as fine a point as possible.The tools
you use to get there are up to you. But here are a few words of advice: Pick a sharpening system
and stick with it for a good long time before giving it up. Many woodworkers who I've talked to
jump around from system to system, trying to find the best thing (and spending a lot of money).If
you stick with one system, your edges will improve gradually as you get better and better at
using your particular set of stones or sandpaper. Skipping around from one system to the next
will only stunt your sharpening skills.Second, please buy a honing guide. It's a big old lie that
these things slow you down. In fact, these simple and inexpensive guides are quick to set up and
ensure your edge will be perfect every time you sharpen.However, don't buy a whole rolling army
of honing guides. I use a $14 Eclipse-style guide (the gray-colored side-clamp contraption
shown in most of the photos) for sharpening my chisels and most plane irons. I also own a
Veritas honing guide. It excels at sharpening skew chisels and specialty plane irons that won't fit
in the Eclipse guide, such as irons for shoulder planes.Each honing guide holds the blade a little
differently, and few of them are ever perfectly square. That's OK because what you're after with a
honing guide is repeatability. Use the same guide over and over, and your edges will come out
the same.To begin grinding your edge, put the tool in your honing guide and adjust it until the
cutting bevel is flat on your stone. Eyeball it at first. After a couple passes on the stone you'll
know if you're off or not.Flat-grinding your cutting bevel should not take long on a coarse
diamond stone. If you're having trouble gauging your progress, color the cutting bevel with a
permanent marker and you'll get a quick snapshot of where you stand.When you're done
grinding, this is what your edge should look like.Polish Your BacksideThere are three sharpening



operations that must be performed on all chisels and plane irons that are new to you. First you
must polish the flat backside (sometimes called the “cutting face”) of the tool. Next you grind the
cutting bevel. Finally you hone and polish a small part of that cutting bevel, which most people
call the “secondary bevel.”why i switched to waterstonesThere are a lot of sharpening systems
out there. And while I haven't tried every one of them, I've tried most. After much
experimentation, I settled about seven years ago on a system that used DMT diamond stones
and oilstones. My system worked pretty well, but the oilstone part was slow, and my final cutting
edge was always “almost” perfect.A few years ago, I got my hands on a set of Norton's American-
made waterstones and it was like a door had been opened for me. These things cut wicked fast.
And the edge they produce is darn-near perfect.They feel different than many Japanese
waterstones I've used. The best way to describe the difference is that the Norton stones give you
different “feedback” as you sharpen. The #4,000-grit Norton actually feels like it is cutting (it is).
The #4,000-grit Japanese stones I've used have a more rubbery feel to them in my opinion. And
they didn't seem to cut as fast at that level. The #8,000-grit Norton waterstone also provides
great feedback to the user.The downside to all waterstones is that they need to be flattened
regularly. For this job, I use a DMT DuoSharp stone with the coarse grit on one side and the
extra-coarse on the other. I also use this same diamond stone for grinding the cutting edge of all
my chisels and plane irons.The most economical way to get started with this system is to buy a
Norton combination waterstone that has #1,000 grit on one side and #4,000 grit on the other.
Then buy an #8,000-grit Norton waterstone for polishing. Norton also makes a #220-grit
waterstone, but if you buy the DMT diamond stone you won't need it.Keep in mind that these
three steps are only for tools that you have newly acquired. Once you do these three things,
maintaining an edge is much easier. You'll probably only have to polish the backside once. You'll
have to regrind an edge mostly when you hit a nail or drop the tool. Most sharpening is just
honing and polishing the secondary bevel so you can get back to work.Begin with the backside
of the tool. This is the side that doesn't have a bevel ground into it. It's half of your cutting edge
so you need to get it right.Start sharpening by rubbing the backside back and forth across a
medium-grit sharpening stone or sandpaper. You don't need to polish the entire back, just the
area up by the cutting edge. I begin this process with a #1,000-grit waterstone, then do the same
operation with the #4,000-grit and then the #8,000-grit stone. The backside should look like a
mirror when you're finished.The Not-So-Daily GrindThe next step is to grind the cutting bevel of
the tool. You can do this on an electric grinder that has a tool rest, which will produce a slightly
dished cutting bevel called a hollow-ground edge. Or you can do it on a coarse sharpening
stone, which will produce a flat-ground edge.A lot has been written about the advantages and
disadvantages of each system. In comparing my hollow-ground edges vs. flat-ground edges, I
personally have found little difference between them in terms of edge durability.If you don't
polish the backside of your newly acquired chisels and plane irons, your cutting edges will
always be jagged and easily dulled. You need to polish just the area up by the cutting edge. This
is a process you'll only have to do once.When honing narrow chisels, this is the best way I've



found to keep things steady and square. Put one finger on the cutting edge; put the other behind
the jig to move it.I typically grind using a diamond stone for three reasons. First, it will never
destroy a tool due to overheating (which can happen with electric grinders). Second, I use the
diamond stone to flatten the waterstones. And third, the diamond stone is great for touching up
my router bits.I use DMT's extra-coarse stone for grinding my edges unless I have a lot of metal
to remove (800-666-4368 or ). Put the tool in your honing guide and set it so the cutting bevel is
dead flat against the stone. Most tools come ground at a 25° bevel, which is good for most tasks.
Mortising chisels should be set for 30°; tools for light paring only can be set for 20°.Don't get too
worked up about angles as you begin sharpening. Some where in the 25° neighborhood will be
fine for most tools.I use mineral spirits to lubricate my diamond stone. Most people use water,
but a sharpening guru at DMT turned me on to mineral spirits. It evaporates more slowly than
water and won't allow rust to build up on the stone easily.Rub the cutting bevel against the
diamond stone and then check your progress. You want to grind the entire cutting bevel of the
chisel or plane iron all the way across. If you set the tool properly in the jig, this should be
approximately five to ten minutes of work.As you progress on this coarse stone, you should
make a substantial burr on the backside of the tool. This is called a “wire edge,” and you'll want
to remove it by rubbing the backside on your finestgrit stone a couple times. Never rub the
backside on your coarse stone. That will just undo all your polishing work there.shapton stones:
the latest thing in sharpeningIf you think white-lab-coat wizardry is reserved for the
manufacturers of power tools, think again. Some of the highest-tech science-fiction stuff
happens in the knuckle-dragging hand-tool industry: think unbreakable “nodular” cast iron,
cryogenically treated tool steel and super-strong “rare earth” magnets that are incorporated into
both tools and jigs.And now the latest innovation is in sharpening. Shapton waterstones from
Japan are all the rage among the sharpening gurus, who say the stones cut faster and wear
longer than other stones. They also are expensive. There are several grades of the Shapton
stones, and a basic setup of three stones can cost more than $200 — plus you'll need some way
to flatten them.We use the stones in our shop now and are impressed. They do cut faster and
stay true longer than other waterstones.Visit or call at 877-692-3624 for more information.honing
the edgeBefore you begin honing the secondary bevel, loosen the clamp on your honing guide
and nudge the blade backward in the guide about 1/8″.Begin with a #1,000-grit stone and rub
the tool back and forth across the work. Try to wear the stone evenly by moving the tool in a
regular pattern.After a dozen licks, turn the tool over and remove the burr from the backside by
rubbing it a couple times over the #8,000-grit stone.After honing the tool on the #1,000-grit
stone, this is what the secondary bevel should look like.How you hold the jig is important, too.
For plane irons and wide chisels, put a finger on each corner of the tool up near the cutting bevel
and use your thumbs to push the jig. For narrower chisels, put one finger on the tool by the
cutting bevel and push the jig from behind with one finger.With the cutting bevel ground, it's time
to refine the leading edge to a keen sharpness.Honing: The Fun PartHoning is quick and
painless if your stones are flat and you've done the first two steps correctly. The first thing to do



is to reset the tool in your honing guide. Loosen the screw that clamps the tool and slide the tool
backwards about 1/8″. Retighten the screw of the honing guide.
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Michael J, “The real core skills. When I started woodworking one of my first purchases was a
book on hand tools from the Fine Woodworking people. It was interesting, but not terribly useful.
While I learned a lot about how chisels were forged and how to sharpen 17th Century spoonbill
bits, there wasn't much on the basic skills I was looking to learn. This book was exactly what I
needed back then.Popular Woodworking devotes more space to hand tool woodworking than
any other woodworking magazine, mostly, I suspect, from the efforts of its former editor, the
peripatetic Christopher Schwarz, a man devoted to hand tool use. The book starts out with the
essential tools you need, how to buy them used, how to set up your bench, and then a full 65
pages devoted to how to sharpen planes, chisels, and drawknives, using a variety of methods.
There are several articles on hand plane use, sawing, simple shop appliances like bench hooks
and shooting boards, mortising, dovetails, and all the other basic skills and tools of the hand
tool woodworker.There are also a host of plans for projects ranging form the very simple, like the
aforementioned bench hook, to complicated- Schwarz's Craftsman-style tool cabinet. All are
presented in detail, with clear photographs, measured drawings, and step-by-step instructions.
None are beyond the beginner who takes time to practice each of the techniques taught along
the way.I have a fair sized collection of woodworking books on my shelf, but I would say that this
is one of the most useful and perhaps even necessary books for anyone getting started in hand
woodworking.”

Pjones, “Terrific book. In summary, this is just a terrific book. Unlike the other reviewer, I did NOT
contribute any articles to it, and hence can be considered unbiased.The book is actually a
collection of articles, the primary emphasis of which is on the basics of tool preparation, and in
particular on edge tools. I think this is appropriate since poorly set up and mis-sharpened tools
are virtually impossible to work with. Thus, mastering the basics of tool preparation is a pre-
requisite to successful and enjoyable woodworking just as mastering the basics of "blocking and
tackling" is necessary for a successful football team.The book typically offers different
viewpoints by different authors -- numerous approaches to sharpening edge tools are covered,
for example. Again, this seems appropriate since it gives the newcomer to the hobby a variety of
different approaches with different entry-dollar requirements to choose from.I particularly liked
the detailed instructions on how to make and use certain fairly basic tools---the article on
drawboring, for example, was just superb. On top of all this, the book concludes with several
really first-rate projects: an arts and crafts tool cabinet, a workbench, and a sawbench that I
really like. I'm actually planning on building all three projects, and I can't remember when I last
saw even a single published project that I wished to build.This is probably the best single book
on hand tools you can buy. If you're just starting out, get this first---it'll save you lots of time and
trouble. The more experienced woodworker will also find some very useful stuff in here.My only
complaint is that I wish the book had had more material on saws and more material on tool



making.  But then it would be a different book, wouldn't it?”

Ebook Library Reader, “Impressive collection of information. Knowing that this was basically just
a collection of Popular Woodworking articles, I was prepared to be underwelmed. Talk about
disappointment! I HATE being wrong like this! In short, this is a truly impressive collection of
information that looks more like a group of knowledgable hand tool experts put together, rather
than just articles grabbed and put together in a book form.The book is laid out in a logical way,
starting with a "Why Handtools" section, going into sharpening (a must for any hand tool user),
then saws, chisels, and the like. The last section are a couple of projects that blend hand tools
and power tools well, and that will serve any workshop well for years to come. Honestly, the
beautiful tool cabinet of Christopher Schwarz's is worth the cost of the book by itself!This is a
must have for, I believe, any woodworker. There's no preaching about hand tool supremacy, nor
any reference to "quaint" ideas of woodworking. Instead, this book offers the modern woodwork
a glimpse of the realms where hand tools still excel, and how they can be incorporated into the
modern workshop. At the same time, it shows how a hand tool only shop can still produce
quality work equal to that of the powered shop.”

David E. Avera, “Nice book for hand tools. I'm a hobbyist woodworker who loves good machinery
but I've also always admired the fine results possible with good hand tools and good technique.
This book supports a hybrid approach to woodworking, using machines for the larger stuff and
getting down to 64ths of an inch (even thousandths of an inch) with sharp planes and chisels.
Seven of the first 12 chapters are about sharpening and I've picked up some new information
and motivation to take my edged tools to the next level. There are also chapters on restoring old
planes and chisels that can still be found at flea markets and antique sales; I have two old planes
that have worked well over the years but better tuning and sharpening will make them even
better.Highly recommended!”

Hugh Oatcake, “nice blend of hand and power. What is really good about this book is that many
of the articles deal with the usefulness and expedience of hand tools in a power tool shop.I
reach for this often. Yeah, it's armchair stuff, but really good and quite inspiring. I think I will
make the workbench at the end. Just as soon as I finish my tea...One last thought. For
sharpening; where it all begins (after the match and pig iron slag, of course), Ian Kirby's
"Sharpening with Waterstones: A Perfect Edge in 60 Seconds", is really the best and most
straightforward book on the subject of sharpening. The title is incomplete: he starts with a bench
grinder.”

M, “Five Stars. A good reas and really useful”

Zen Archer, “Useful, Informative, Though Not Really Essential.. A collection of Popular
Woodworking articles and reviews, more than a thorough overview and or introduction to hand



tools and how to wield them. Still very useful and informative. There's a lot of information here
clearly presented and well illustrated, but as with various "Fine Woodworking" collections, there
are gaps and omissions due to the nature of the format.There are other books you should
probably get first if your just starting with hand tools, but this is a solid companion piece.”

josep antoni ramon, “Buen libro sobre el trabajo manual de la madera y las herramientas. Parte
de la idea que las herramientas manuales son un excelente complemento a las eléctricas. Buen
enfoque en el momento actual”

BonJour, “Five Stars. a must if you have handtools”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 48 people have provided feedback.
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